Abstract-A method based on the novel optimization algorithm of Invasive Weed colonization Optimization (IWO) is used to study electricity market dynamics. Dynamics of such a multi agent system is analyzed using aspects both from Game theory and IWO. The method is integrated with a power system simulator to consider all the constraints of a realistic power system to make sure that the results are reliable. The IWO has also been introduced briefly and it is discussed why this method is supposed to be appropriate in such problems. Several simulation studies are presented to show how the method works. These outputs are compared with what exist in the literature. It is shown that making use of search based optimization algorithms such as IWO is necessary for consideration of all the constraints and details.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electricity markets are an important outcome of power system restructuring process. They bring the competition to power systems via a market structure. In electricity markets, each generator has to submit its bid in the form of a curve describing price in terms of its quantity of production. Then the independent system operator (ISO) clears the market by serving demands with minimum possible price per unit of production considering system's constraints such as voltage limits and transmission lines capacities.
Different methods are used in the literature to model electricity markets like classic optimization, game theory, agent based analysis, and evolutionary computation [1] . Most of the work on this field in done on game theoretic models, which cover a vast range of models such as Bertrand, generalized Bertrand, Cournot, and supply function (SF) [2] . In Bertrand games, the players bid only price, while in Cournot games they bid just the quantity of production. Here, SF is used because it is more realistic and more alike what goes on a real electricity market as players bid a curve containing both price and quantity. Baldick et al. in [3] have compared supply function with other models and stated SF's advantages over its alternatives.
Most of the research done in the field of electricity markets, treat them as a static system. In that point of view a single round of the market is discussed and all the variables are function of what is done in that special round. We believe that the players' decisions which are the most important variable in the market are also function of market M. Sahraei-Ardakani, M. Roshanaei history. Therefore, a dynamic model could express the system more accurately and realistically. This is why a dynamic model is suggested to study the behavior of players in electricity markets.
The presented model is based on concepts from both game theory and supply function. It is shown that how the variables settle on their value on Nash equilibrium point dynamically where it exists or show oscillatory behavior. This model is useful for studying short term dynamics of the market and does not consider the long term variations such as new investments, regulation changes, and long term load growth [4] . There also exist some other models which make use of statistics to estimate market variables such as price and demand by consideration of the market's history, but analysis of the market [5] . In contrast, this model is an analytical short term model for electricity markets.
Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) which is used herein as the optimization method of players is a new biologically motivated algorithm introduced by Mehrabian and Lucas [6] to solve optimization and control problems, which is inspired from weed colonization. This method is motivated by a common phenomenon in agriculture that is colonization of invasive weeds. Weeds have shown very robust and adaptive nature which turns them to undesirable plants in agriculture. Recent experiences in applying the IWO algorithm in a number of different application domains [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] have shown considerable advantages over both classical algorithms and other bio-inspired techniques. The proposed technique is similar to other evolutionary algorithms such as GA and showed faster performance in this problem. Section 3.B gives more details on this method.
The rest is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the literature review. The method with a brief description of IWO algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 exhibits some computer simulation studied and compares them with the former literature. And finally section 5 concludes this paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several researchers have worked on dynamics of electricity markets. F. Alvarado who seems to be the pioneer in this area has developed a model to study market stability using state space in several conditions including fixed and variable demand, duopoly, monopoly, and congestion [12, 13] . He and his colleagues also took into account dynamic coupling between power markets and power systems [14] . The model presented in mentioned references are based on first order response of both suppliers and demands to the price signal. It is assumed in mentioned models that generators (consumers) adjust the level of their generation (consumption) based on the price signal existing on their bus so it becomes equal to their marginal cost (marginal benefit). The models are continuous time and are used for stability analysis using Eigen value method. They do not consider bidding process and clearing mechanism of electricity markets and should be developed in order to cover bidding procedure and also should be discrete time like real markets with separate bidding rounds. In [16, 17] , the authors developed a model for electricity markets based on generalized Bertrand game. They supposed that each generator has a constant marginal cost over its domain of generation and using linear programming method produces its bid. As the model is based on Bertrand game, players' control variable is their bidding price. Then the market is got clear and declares level of generation for each generator. Each player assumes that its rivals do not change their bids from the last round of market to the next one and based on this assumption optimizes its profit and produces its bid. They took into account both decisions made by power producers and transmission lines owners and analyzed conditions in which market reaches equilibrium or shows cyclic behavior. In this paper quadratic cost functions are considered for generators and supply function is used instead of Bertrand game. So this model is more likely to the real markets.
Kian et al [18] have modeled double sided auctions dynamically. Their model was based on closed loop NashCournot strategies for participants (generating firms and load serving entities). They have used quantities of supply and demand as control variables. This procedure is common in well known Cournot games. The model presented in this paper is based on supply functions, which is more comparable to real markets.
Gutiérrez-Alcaraz and Sheblé [19, 20] developed a model based on two player Cournot game. It was presented in the state space format and produced a second order system. As the model is based on Cournot game, players' control variable is their quantity of production. They studied effect of variations in fuel price, contingency and some limitations, -e.g., production maximum-on their model. Also, controllability and observability of the system in each condition were discussed. Their model showed oscillating behavior if the market consisted of three players and it was unstable in existence of more generators. Moreover their model does not consider power system constraints like transmission lines capacity.
M. Sahraei-Ardakani and A. Rahimi-Kian in [23] developed a linear state space model based on supply functions so each player submits its bid as a line defining the relationship between the price and generation quantity. Players try to optimize the intercept of their supply function based on information available to them from the history of the market while the slope is constant and equal to its real value regarding to the marginal cost function. This method is called "c-parameterization" by Baldick [21] . The method is linear and to be developed, some of the constraints of a real power system are neglected. Although the model shows well behavior in ordinary operation of power markets, we claim that it does not work well during congestion condition. In simulations section, the results of herein presented model are compared with those introduced in [23] .
III. THE DYNAMIC MODEL
In this section, first the modeling method of electricity markets is presented. The optimization box which has a major role makes use of IWO algorithm. This algorithm is explained afterwards.
A. Dynamic Model of Electricity Markets
Electricity market consists of several players who compete in supply side to win their share from the marketplace. They submit their bids to the market in the form of supply function. Herein, it is assumed that the supply functions are linear as shown in Equation (1):
Where λ is the market clearing price (MCP) [in $/MW] and p i is the i th generator output [in MW]. The market has a demand which is assumed not to be sensitive to price. An Independent System Operator (ISO) is in charge of clearing the market. ISO serves demand with the minimum possible price. Each generator also has a cost function which is usually in quadratic form: (2) Where is the production of generator i. , , and are the coefficients of the presented cost function. The goal of players is to maximize their profit function shown in Equation 3:
Where is the amount of power accepted by ISO to be generated by firm i based on the bids that firm and all its rivals submitted to the market, and (MCP) is a function of all the players' bids and comes out from the minimization problem which ISO has solved.
A common approach to solve this problem is to submit an arbitrary bid in the first round for initialization, observe the rivals bids, and submit the next bid based on the rivals' previous bids. Each firm assumes that its rivals will not change their bids for the next round and solves a maximization problem. This could be done via classic optimization methods if the power system be very simple and small [16, 17, 19, 20] or the constraints be simplified or neglected [23] .
Herein, all the limitations of a power system is taken into account including transmission lines limits, voltage limits, and AC power flow constraints. Having all these limitations, some of which are even non-linear, classic optimization methods do not work. Therefore we propose using IWO algorithm which is very able in solving non-linear optimization problems in appropriate time. The algorithm is described more in the next subsection.
Having the rivals' bids (supply function) for previous round, leads to an optimal supply function for each firm in the coming market round. The optimal SF is the one which leads to best profit in the point where market clears ( , ( )). As there is just one important point in the each firm's supply function, there would be a linear correlation between s and s, which are the coefficients of optimal supply function. Thus, it would be enough to solve the optimization problem based on one of the coefficients. In this paper, s are considered to be optimization variable, and are supposed to be equal to their value in cost function or marginal cost function . As a result the optimization problem for firm i would be:
Where is the bidding strategy of firm i's rivals. This is done via IWO algorithm to consider all the constraints.
A power system simulator is needed for each player so they can consider all the power system constraints in their optimization problem. MATPOWER [24] is used for this reason which is a package working as a toolbox of Matlab developed by researchers at Cornell university.
The whole technique for firm i is shown on figure 1: 
B. IWO Algorithm
Recently, many studies are carried out with inspirations from ecological phenomena for developing optimization techniques. The new algorithm that is motivated by a common phenomenon in agriculture is colonization of invasive weeds. Weeds have shown very robust and adaptive nature which turns them to undesirable plants in agriculture.
The IWO, which is introduced in [6] for the first time, is based on the natural behavior of weeds in colonizing and finding suitable place for growth and reproduction. To model and simulate colonizing behavior of weeds for introducing an optimization algorithm, some basic properties of the colonization process is considered: (1) A finite number of seeds are being dispread over the d dimensional problem space with random positions (initializing a population); (2) Every seed grows to a flowering plant and produces seeds depending on their fitness (reproduction): a member of the colony of weeds is allowed to produce seeds depending on its own and the colony's lowest and highest fitness, where the number of seeds each plant produces increases linearly from a minimum possible seed to its maximum. The procedure is illustrated in Fig.  2 . exclusion). The course continues until the maximum iterations is reached and hopefully the plant with best fitness is the closest to the optimal solution. It is worth mentioning that the IWO has some distinctive properties comparing with the traditional GA (and other numerical search algorithms), such as reproduction, spatial dispersal, and competitive exclusion [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition, no genetic operators are employed in the proposed algorithm, which makes it more dissimilar to the GA.
IV. SIMULATION STUDIES
IEEE Standard 30 bus, 6 generator test system is used for conducting simulation studies. The system is shown in Figure 3 : The system is large enough to have all the conditions and limitation which may take place in a real power system. Lines 25 and 26 are removed and lines 15 and 32 which connect area 3 to the other area have limited capacity. Other lines are unlimited in the scale of this problem. The constraints are considered to be AC, therefore nonlinear constraints are taken into account.
The cost function coefficients of the players are shown in Table 1 . These coefficients are used in all simulation studies. The outcomes of simulation studies are compared to those of [23] , which are conducted on the same system, with the same condition. That model has neglected lots of real power system restraints such as bus voltage constraints and AC power flow limitations, and found out a linear state space model for bidding in power markets: 
A. Step Response -No Congestion
The first case is step response of the players. The demand of the market is set to be 120MW in area 1 and 2, and 50 MW in area 3. This demand is distributed among all the loads depicted in The figure shows that the players increase their profits dynamically in time and settle on Nash Equilibrium. In that point none of the players can increase its profit by unilateral change of its bidding strategy. Therefore the steady state of the market is Nash Equilibrium.
The same situation is simulated by the model presented by Equation 6 , and the results are shown in Figure 7 ,8, and 9 for 20 rounds.
The trend is similar using both models but it is visible that Nash Equilibrium varies slightly in different models. This variation is because of neglecting voltage constraints, and transmission lines limitations which are not considered carefully in the model described by Equation 6 . The results which are obtained by the presented algorithm are more reliable and accurate and could better describe the dynamics of real electricity markets. 
B. Congestion -Market Power
If the load on area 3 increases and lines 15 and 32 be limited, generator 5 and 6 would experience market power. In this case, the mentioned lines are limited to 20MW and the load on area 3 is set to 125 MW. Again, the players are initialized in their marginal cost and started to compete. The players' bids are shown in Figure 10 .
The figure shows that no stable Nash equilibrium exists in this case, and the market shows oscillatory behavior. This phenomenon is referred in literature [16, 17, 22] , but the model presented by equation 6 is unable to detect this oscillatory behavior. The generations are also oscillatory as they are results of biddings. The profits are also depicted in figure 12 . The same condition is simulated via the model presented by Equation 6 . The results are shown in Figure 13 , for biddings and in figure 14 for profits. Comparing these two figures with figures 11, and 12 shows that, the model presented by equation 6 is unable of detecting actual market power, existing in a realistic electricity market having usual constraints. The results which are obtained with herein presented method are more reliable both according to literature and consideration of all the limitations neglected in mentioned method.
That model did not detect the oscillatory behavior of market in congestion conditions and was unable of separating generators which are placed in different areas from their rivals.
When congestion occurs the model described by Equation 6 , considers that the system has been divided into two subsyetsms and 40 MW flows from areas 1 and 2 into area 3. It is clear from the last four figures that this assumption is not valid and does not model the real behavior of the market. We claim that architecture like what is presented in Figure 1 is more appropriate to model the dynamics of electricity markets. V. CONCLUSION A Dynamic model based on a novel optimization algorithm (IWO) was presented. IWO works well in optimization problems with nonlinear constraints like what is usual in power systems. The presented method was tested in a medium size power system (IEEE 30Bus 6 Generators) to consider real problems in a power system. The results showed that the algorithm settles on Nash Equilibrium when it exists. It also showed oscillatory behavior in congestion condition where no stable Nash equilibrium exists. We claim that, because all the constraints are considered in our method, the results are more reliable than the other models. This was also confirmed by the literature which already exists in the field.
